	
  

	
  

Getting Started Checklist
Join Date_________________________

New Rep Name__________________________

Please complete these steps as soon as a new team member joins:

Make sure they get Welcome email from WV
Add to FaceBook Groups:
http://www.facebook.com/WorldVentures - Reps ONLY
http://www.facebook.com/DreamTripsOfficial - Reps & Customers
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  http://www.facebook.com/groups/teamsystemonlinesupport - Team Group Reps ONLY
Make sure they download the 2 APPS

DreamTips APP

ChillinWorldWide

Send out 15-20 SMS msgs: Congrats on the growth. Please welcome new team member on
0793100000. Or adds to team leaders whatsapp group.
Fill the attached form timing & placement writing your top ten list now with sponsor
Determine when to call the top ten. It is best to call them in 24 hours

Explain in one sentence who are the "dream stealers" and how to avoid them
Show their support site http://www.teamsystemonline.com

Give first task quick start: Watch - 3 video tutorials support site
Call / meeting within 24 hours (up to 24 hours of joining)
The second part of mentoring comes 24 hours after registration. This part is the most critical,
because now we have to create a work plan to start immediately. The next page has a list of things
they have to go through during the meeting / conversation. Do not make this call/meeting
immediately after registration! But only after a new partner has watched the first 3 video tutorials
Call / Meeting of 24 (up to 24 hours of joining)
(After watching the tutorials above)

Training guidelines:
Topics of conversation:
1. Build why? 5 minutes
Why did they register & what do they want to get out of creating success in the business?
2. Set a track of personal goals: 5 minutes
Fast track: fast start bonus program get 6 in 28 days.
Middle path: setting a target date to get 4 and determining the work program under their available
time.
Attracting Customers Only: Sharing naturally without a business plan. (Especially suitable for those
who want to travel)
* Schedule activities for the coming week + inform of presentations/events in the area/online that
are coming up
3. Briefly show the following sites: 5 minutes each
Back Office Site: www.worldventures.biz ensure Login details are correct. Show where important
documents are and where to setup commissions payment.
A dream vacation: www.Dreamtrips.com ensure Login works and show a dream vacation.
Get the to download the DreamTrips APP and that it is working.
Then go to support our team website: www.teamsystemonline.com - explain the difference
between the official company website to find support
Make sure they have Whatsapp and add them to leaders team group
4. The recipe for success – Consistency over 3-5 years: 5 minutes
Learn from the best, determination and perseverance.
5. Summary workflow now: 5 minutes
Making process Exposure: you invite, I present, I answer questions, I impress the visitor and I
close. You sit, listen, and of course learn the process (and most importantly - do not speak).
6. Practice scenarios inviting: 10 minutes
Prepare a list of 10 names
Practice scenarios Reservation Booking Deals presentation scheduled.
After we had studied, perform at least 2-3 initial invites together, to give the new partner feedback!
"We're walking with someone walking, and running with the runner.
But never, never sit with the person sitting "-

